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CHRISTINE LEE; GRADE 7
Airborne Liberty: Part 1

Light. So bright, it was blinding. I lifted my hand to shield the harsh glare from my eyes. My
heart pounded in my ears. Slowly, my eyes adjusted and two figures made their way towards me. I
lifted my head. Could it be? Hesitating, I approached them. Every step I took made me feel lighter,
freer than even before. One of the figures reached towards me; golden ringlets and sparkling green
eyes. “Where am I?” I breathed as she held my hands in hers.
The figures smiled and embraced me. “We have been waiting for you, Libera,” They smiled at me
kindly. “You now truly understand what ‘freedom’ really is.
I danced in the air joyously as I leaped higher and higher, toward the deep blue expanse. White fluffy mounds
and shapes sailed below me as I flew toward a radiant ball of yellow light. I did not know where I was, but I didn’t
care. I felt light and carefree, like I could float upward forever. Entranced, I reached my hand toward the intense light.
I caught emanating rays that tingled in my hands as I inched toward the dazzling warmth. Suddenly, the wind diedand I began to plummet to the ground. Panicked, I fanned my arms, trying in vain to fly once more. But my attempts
were futile as I plunged to my death.
I jolted awake, trembling with anticipation and fear. Though my dream did not end on the
happy side, I couldn’t help but long to return to the feeling of endless blue. I shook my head, trying
to forget my dream. It was pointless yearning for something that was not possible, like that shining
orb of light. I got out of bed, dressed, and went downstairs for breakfast. As I moved toward the
kitchen, I glanced outside the window, fragments of my dream whirling in my mind.
I could faintly see the outline of the Wall beyond the dwindling numbers of trees on the
countrysides. I don’t really know why people call it the Wall when it seems more like a dome. The
Wall rises high up and meets at the top in the center just like one- although there is a tiny opening to
the side that has been strictly guarded and locked. People are also forbidden to think thoughts about
the outside. Thoughts that are beyond the Walls. The consequences were harsh, and those who were
suspected are punished.
The Wall was made of large, heavy bricks the color of muddied snow and completely
surrounded the kingdom of Tutis, the country I lived in. I lived in the outskirts of Murus, a city
between the capital of Tutis and the countryside closest to the Wall. The outskirts were fairly
crowded, but compared to the bustling throngs of Muratio, the capital, the streets of Murus seemed
almost empty. From the outskirts of Murus, I often could catch a glimpse of the barrier just beyond
the countryside.
My name was Libera. I was seventeen years old, and like everybody living inside of the Wall,
had hair the color of lustrous gold. But I had one distinctive physical trait that nobody else had:
sparkling green eyes instead of light blue ones. And strangely, this drove the Concilium- the
government of Tutis- insane. Both of my parents died in an accident when I was about three years
old. I have no memory of it, but an Inquisitor, a member of the Consilium claimed they died from
drowning. Apparently, the Wall could protect us from the outside, but can’t keep us safe on the
inside.
And I believed all that, until I discovered something that was meant to be hidden away. It all
started on a normal day. I had wanted to clean out the attic because itt had been stuffed with my
parents old belongings. I had placed my hands on my hips; staring at the huge mess lying in front of
me, I considered how long it would take to dust, mop, and straighten out the disarray.
I had gotten to work, starting by clearing out the clutter and jumble of trunks, chests, and
various items. Finally, after hours and hours of dragging, hauling, and lifting, I had been down to
one last trunk. The casket had a golden hue and had gemstones of various colors: fuchsia, lemon,
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lilac, cobalt, lime, aquamarine, and more. The embedded jewels faintly glimmered and winked
beneath a fine layer of dirt.
I had hesitated. I couldn’t bear to think of tossing such a unique artifact away as if it were
nothing. The casket was small enough for me to carry, so I didn’t need to haul it down stairs. When
I reached my bedroom, I thoroughly started to examine the box. It was secured with a catch and
seemed altogether exotic. I flipped it until it was upside down- and was startled at my find.
Written in a familiar script, were the words:
We Have No Limit, We Are Meant To Fly
We Will Never Submit, You Can’t Hide The Sky
Someday We Shall Be Free, Liberty Sworn
Stand Many, All Airborne
We Will Unite, And All Will Fight
To End This Plight, We Will Take Flight
And Seize Back What Is Right.
I recognized that handwriting. It is my mother’s. I closed my eyes, a vague memory
surfacing. She had the corresponding flowing golden hair, as well as the same deep green eyes. I
must have inherited that unusual trait from her, seeing as my eyes are exactly identical. And poetry.
My mother loved poetry. She definitely wrote this poem; I was certain of it. My hands were shaking, I
didn’t remember much of the family we once were, but I knew one thing: My parents loved me so
much that they even looked out for me after death.
I replaced the box on my desk, deciding whether or not I should open it. Interest against a
weariness that I never realized was there before. Curiosity won and I cautiously moved to unclasp
the fastening. To my disappointment and relief, there was only a pile of outdated documents.
Exactly sixteen years ago, when I was two years old. I frowned. Why were these papers lying in such
of a container? My eyes scanned the pages and pages of words, and slowly, but deliberately, I began
to understand.
As I leafed through the documents, a feeling started to rise inside of me: anger. Everything I
had believed in was wrong. A complete fabrication. Suddenly, a few past events of my life became
clear. I lived in a sizeable cottage near Lymphae Lake, one of the only five water sources in Tutis,
and I’d usually see people I know around while the sun was out. After my parent’s deaths, I’d
occasionally I’d see shadows and silhouettes around my house at night. Recently, they had started to
come less often, and I’d started to ignore and forget them.
Of the 136 pages, the last told me the most that I needed to know. It was a letter written by my
mother as well.
Libera,
Are there times when you feel like you can fly? That you can go anywhere if you wanted to? Do you ever wish that you
can touch the sky even when knowing it is impossible? The Wall stops all that- you may think it protects you, that it
will always keep you from harm. But it doesn’t. It just limits you. The Wall is nothing but a cage that locks whatever
is inside away from the rest of the world. This may be hard to accept, so I’ll put it this way: The Wall doesn’t protect
you from the outside. It keeps you from it. Libera, you must leave Tutis- you cannot spend the rest of your life stuck
within the barrier. There is a way to escape; there is a secret passage…
The majority consisted of an escape plan to leave Tutis. I could’ve just left, right then and
there. But I didn't. Was it because I was afraid of what could be outside of the Wall? Or was it
because I was scared of getting caught? Or maybe I didn't want to leave Tutis at that time- maybe I
wanted to stay. Yet, there was that part of me that longed to be free, to see beyond what I couldn’t.
To reach farther than I thought I ever could. I swallowed the building emotion in my throat, and
quickly scanned through the rest. I came to a halt at the end, thoroughly reading the last section. It
read:
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And Libera,
Be careful, the Concilium might be watching you. They’d stop at nothing to keep you from the truth. I am sorry,
Libera, and I will always love you. You, at least, must escape imprisonment within the Wall.
With All My Love,
Lisanna, Your Mother Always.
I leaned back on my chair, thoughts swimming in my head, then flipped the letter and read
the back as well:
See Fides.

And scrawled on the bottom left corner: Narro IR NB AERO.

I immediately knew. Fides was one of my mother’s most trusted friends- I’ve never seen him in
person though. I realized that Narro was not written capitalized as the other letters were. I stared
deeply at the words. Something about the words seemed a little off. Suddenly, everything clicked
together- like the pieces of a puzzle. IR, NB, and AERO became:
AIRBORNE
To be continued…
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MAHIMA SANGLI; GRADE 7
The Queen
I remember her
A bejeweled crown forever nestled on her head
Her hair, black and shiny
always pinned up in an intricate fashion
Her eyes, mysterious and beautiful
they cut right through me
Her face was smooth, like uncracked glass
with rosy cheeks to boot
Her lips encased a set of pearly teeth
quick to spread into a smile
But her heart and soul neither was golden
Take away the pins holding up her hair,
take away those gleaming eyes.
Take away her ageless face,
and take some teeth as well.
Don’t forget to take her crown;
what do you see now?
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MAHIMA SANGLI; GRADE 7
Autumn

A gust of wind sweeps the hair off my face
Droplets of rain cover windows like glaze
Colorful leaves weave in and out in a whimsical pattern
They wrap around each other like the rings of Saturn
Another burst of wind whips the scarf round my neck
It lightens to breeze as I continue my trek
The smoky scent of a wood fire engulfs me
I huddle next to it with a steaming cup of tea
Autumn, enjoy it while it lasts
It’s a fleeting step between summer and winter, soon to be a thing of the past!
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CHRIS WANG; GRADE 8
M10-11: Part 1

Snap. I freeze, spoon raised halfway to my open mouth. And not by choice either. I
am literally frozen in my seat, unmoving, not even blinking. On that thought. My eyes are
getting dry….
It feels weird coming conscious for some reason. I look around, confused for a
moment, because I am at my dinner table, not my bed. And then the pain hits me. I vaguely
wonder how long it’s been. I paw around for the remote, I left it on the table, somewhere…
Aha! I hurriedly press one of the side buttons and my eyes… By the Well-Doer! My eyes are
fine again. Slowly I move my head, forwards, backwards, to the left: a pop. I wince. I should
go the Medical Bureau immediately. Pops shouldn’t be happening. I lift a leg, an arm. More
pops. More wincing. My legs hurt when they move. I reach for the remote again, this time
holding down the centerpiece, in order to relieve my pains. This time I am greeted by a snap
and a crackle.
Battery low, a female voice warns me. For the sake of the Well-Doer! I open my jaws
and the tone that comes out is unfamiliar. This isn’t my voice. My voice doesn’t sound like
this. “Date and time,” I request anyway. 1-347. 23-49. Oh my! It is almost Christmas. I like
Christmas, obsolete as… No. Concentrate. Finally my brain equates the numbers. 347! 2
days have passed. I cannot remember since what. My head is muddled with a deep fog. “Call
Medical Bureau,” I croak again. Ringing. Ringing? The Bureau never needs ringing; they pick
up the moment you call. This is abnormal. Never mind. I wait patiently. Fourth ring, fifth
ring, sixth, seventh, and the monotone. The monotone. The Bureau miss a call?
“Call -- “ I say, but not before I hear the machine again. A slide down, pop, and a
hiss. No battery, it says with its dying breath.
Without the remote I realize how dark it is. I look up, and to my surprise, the lights
are not on. Peculiar. I swallow nervously. Of course, my mouth is dry, and it’s not very easy
to swallow nothing. My throat stings, but I try to ignore it for now. I look toward my watch,
but, no, it should be glowing. Instead, it binds uselessly to my wrist.
I try to stand, legs cracking under the unexpected movement after days of stillness,
and I fall heavily. My hind end is pricked by something on my chair. What a mess! Shar
things on my chair, what could be next?
I try standing again, this time more successful. Slowly stretching out my limbs, I walk
down the hall. Good Well-Doer, the floor is uneven! I stick my arms out to my side, an
instinct ingrained from the ancients, feel around… A window shutter! No wonder it was so
dark. I press down in relief, and realize my mistake. Yes, yes, the power is out, I must do
everything manually. My eyes narrow just thinking of that word. Ma-- I cannot bring myself
to think it again. Banishing the thought from my mind, I feel around for the string. I have
not touched this in, the Well-Doer knows how long! It feels foreign in my hands, but I pull it
anyway.
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The shutters shuffle up and I shut my eyes, expecting a blinding light. Feeling
nothing against my eyelids, I tentatively open my eyes. It’s certainly no brighter than before!
I crease my eyebrows in confusion before it registers. They shut it off! I should have known,
but I did not expect it to go this far… They shut off the sky!
Before long I am outside. I can barely see anything, stumbling around in the
darkness. My hands wave about, attempting to balance myself after so long without this
torrent of strenuous activity. Unexpectedly, they hit something quite familiar.
“Who is that?” I call out blindly.
“R-13,” a voice answers. “And who are you?”
“T-314,” I reply. I hear a faint click and a dim light comes on. I take the opportunity
to study his face. Long, and rectangular in shape. A little white hair. Quite unsatifactory, in
my opinion. I turn my gaze down, and in his hand, he is holding an oil-powered lantern!
“How have you managed to get ahold of that relic?” I gape, reeling in awe. I can
recall reading about those many years ago. The ancients had no efficient way to create light,
so they burned oil! Can you imagine?
“Ah, it’s nothing…” His voice trails off. “Do you know what’s going on?”
Of course, how can he expect me to answer his question? Nobody knows what is
going on. This is large-scale… this hasn’t happened since the last Well-Doer made that grave
mistake. Thank goodness he’s gone, but I don’t think anyone around has any clue towards
what’s going on at the moment.
“Well?” His voice breaks into my thoughts.
“No. I have no idea.” Before he can answer we both hear a distinct crackle coming
from above. It’s the PA system. I can’t see any speakers though, for obvious reasons. I have
always wondered where they were. Anyways, I can tell it hasn’t been used for years,
probably, because I can hear the system buzz before the voice comes on.
“We apologize for the recent confusion on shutdown. In clarification, we will be
shutting down all power sources shortly. Please stand by…” the PA booms. All power
sources? I look towards my new acquaintance strangely, but I receive no confirmation. It’s
puzzling, for sure. And they were talking about the shutdown. I had no idea of shutdown,
probably because I haven’t been keeping up with the news lately. I mentally chastise myself,
making a note to catch up on my duties as a good citizen.
He panickedly yells, “Quick! We need to get emergency nepta packs!” I stare
confused for a moment, while his words register in my mind. Nepta packs are normally used
when someone is going unconscious from lack of energy. That sort of situation is very rare.
The last time it happened was when I was a child, and just hearing about it brought about
this since of shock. Apparently, the man, whose identification does not come to mind at the
moment, had a faulty stabilizer.
My thoughts shatter when R-13 places a firm grip on my wrist and yanks me away.
In between breaths, I try to ask him about the nepta, but his determined face makes me
think again. Finally, I piece together the announcement with his words. They were going to
shut us down. Strangely, I do not feel the fear I imagined would arrive. Instead, I began to
chuckle, although I choked on the dust. The humor remained in me despite it. This must be
a joke. It’s a practical joke. Why else would they be “shutting us down”?
I run after R-13 as he leads me to his dwelling. I have not run in a long time. In fact,
I have never run before. It just seems to be something we learn in school. Now we just use
aeros. Usually, they zip overhead, as different people go to different places. But there are no
aeros now. They are probably all shut off anyways.
We zigzag through throngs of confused crowds, all in a state of panic from the PA
announcement. I snatch brief snippets of conversations as I run blindly, “...does that
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include…?” “Do we have…?” “...I can’t find…” I, we, don’t have time to stop and listen.
Any minute now the shutdown will occur. Strangely enough, I feel no alarm. My thoughts
proceed at a leisurely pace while I run. I find myself thinking about my breakfast again, the
one I never finished, and my stomach grumbles. To think! No nutrition for 2 whole days! I
hope R-13 has that nepta he was talking about.
At his “house,” we find that the scared people of the nation have already raided it in
hopes of finding spare nepta. By now, the notion of the joke has dissipated. The people
around me confirm that. Unless, of course, they are very good actors, which I highly doubt.
Suddenly, I am overcome with a wave of panic. My limbs stop working actively, semi-frozen
in shock.
He turns to me and says, “Good thing I hid it well,” and I just nod blankly. What’s
going on again? I don’t have time to think before he drags me through the ruins of his
house. I step through slogs of trash and debris, left behind from the previous carnage. I
cannot quite remember how long it was we weaved through the maze, but eventually we got
to his hiding spot.
All I can remember is seeing an untouched painting on his wall. Quite vintage
actually, with a man’s face on it. He looks like a nice man, although he is missing one ear. I
tut, disappointed at the artist’s amateur mistake. I do like the suit he is wearing though. In
the back of my mind, I feel a pang of envy at not being able to wear a suit like that.
“Hey! Put this on!” What? Who? Oh. The nepta pack. I slip the backpack on… By
the Well-Doer! It’s heavy, probably because I’m not used to carrying things. I try to forget
about these physical problems ashamedly. Without hesitation, I connect the tube to my
mouth and begin to take slow breaths. Every citizen is required to learn how to use these,
which is sort of funny, I think, because almost nobody has one. These machines are ancient,
though, not even an interface, no lady directing you…
The lights blink out, on cue. I feel my head begin to lose focus. Everything around
me shifts, wobbles, my eyes get hazy… Shaking. It’s the sudden energy loss, I know it. R-13
is calling out my name but everything is muffled. My head is spinning, and then I snap,
losing control of my senses, and fall to the ground. A face is over me, hand waving, but my
vision is hazy. My last thought before darkness is interesting because of how calm I feel.
Ouch. The back of my head is resting on a particularly oddly angled rock, and it digs into my
skin. Luckily, the blackness took that feeling.
To be Continued….
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ASHWIN NATHAN; GRADE 8
The Game of Fame

Stepping out from the dark into the blinding light ,
You hear a thunder of applause and screams of delight.
Awing the crowd with your designer heels,
You walk across the carpet amidst shouts and squeals.
Maybe you think its all fun and games,
“Being famous and all - it’s easy!” you claim.
Abiding by what others want you to be,
You have no space for your personality.
Lost in a sea of expectations you stand,
confused, pressured, head in your hand.
Swarmed by millions of demanding requests,
You are expected to be better than all the rest.
Restrained by orders on how you act,
You are handcuffed and shackled, facing the fact,
that you must stay conscious of your actions every day.
Make one mistake and you know you will pay.
Criticized, chastised, you won’t know what to do.
You’ll just keep running, unaware of where to.
Then finally you’ll give up, stop trying to fight,
and you’ll be lost without ever finding the light.
There are no two paths to choose from anymore.
Your destiny is set, no way to explore.
You were the one who wanted this be,
to have a life filled with fans and no privacy.
Escape is your only option now,
hoping the drugs and alcohol will work somehow.
You’ll take one or maybe just a few
not seeing the impact that it has on you.
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You’ll grow dependent but that fact you’ll find denied.
Too much confidence, too much pride.
“I can stop later, let me try it once or twice.”
unaware that you’ll have to pay the price.
You’ll regret it once you start but an addiction can’t end,
leaving you wishing that there was someway to mend
the decisions that you chose when wanting to be great.
Now you have to live with your miserable fate.
Only glamour and fame define who you are.
To fans you will never be ‘up to par’.
For society it seems like you have it set,
but yet you're stumbling along, expectations never met.
Problems are something that even you share.
Its rough all over, anybody everywhere.
So look at your troubles and reconsider the life of fame is not all gold and glitter.
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RIYA SHRIVASTAVA; GRADE 6
The Fox

In a forest of, bold, iridescent flowers,
And the aromatic fruit entangled in the gentle breeze,
Stood a girl.
She was running away from it all
The city,
The lights,
And worst of allThe apartment on 23rd avenue.
They were far from her mind, yes very far...
That quiet girl with the chocolatey curls,
Taking in the crisp, cool air,
The water bubbling drip-drop,
The birds twittering chirp-cheep,
Snap went something in the midstAnd she whirled around to find a fox,
Gleaming brightly, light reflecting of its silky coat and into the skies.
But when its dull gray eyes met her bright green ones,
She saw that they were hollow, empty.
Empty just like the eyes on 23rd avenue.
A shadow crossed her face,
As the fox suddenly stumbled and fell.
The fox tried to reach up,
But it stayed on the forest floor.
Glancing at the girl one last time,
Those dull gray gray eyes, the hollow ones, closed.
She wondered if the fox was trying to tell her something,
So she let her senses and knowledge of this forest go,
And opened her eyes, really opened them, and looked to see
The dark and bitter woods,
With the trees reaching out their gnarled hands as if to say,
‘Come to me’
Breathing in the stale, stuffy air,
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The water boiling splish-splosh,
The crows cawing kraw-krew,
The exact opposite of the fairytale woods she’d seen earlier...
She would never go back to the apartment, never after what had happened,
But when she looked up at the full moon against the cloudless sky,
She knew that she had to go somewhare else, somewhere safe,
Or she too would become forgotten and empty,
Just like
The fox.
.

AMANDA ZHU; GRADE 6
Miss Bridget and Company
Ticket in hand, check. Purse in her clutch, check. Valuables? Indubitably. Bridget sat down
in the luxury plane. Her hair looked just right in its tight brown braid. The blue suit and heels she
had worn brought out her dark eyes. Bridget took out her pocket mirror and stared at her reflection.
A tall fight attendant was coming down the aisle. The attendant’s hair was bright red and patted
down sleek with water. It was probably dyed. Her makeup seemed hurried. Bridget narrowed her
eyes as she saw the slight smear in the attendant’s lipstick. It felt unnerving for someone to be
serving her dutifully. Bridget’s new job in Hollywood would lead up to stardom, even if it was a job
at a smoothie store in the Forenza Mall. Bridget knew only the top stars shopped there. It had been
wonderful when she was told the news. The manager of Sweet Delites had read through her resume
and hired her on the spot. As Bridget settled down in her seat, the giddy attendant offered her nine
types of coffees and a strawberry and cherry tapioca blend. Bridget, a patient woman, picked water,
despite the flight attendant’s offers. The plane had started to fly into the sky. She sipped her water
slowly as she fished out her golden earbuds from her velvet purse, and plugged them into her
phone. Turbulence didn’t sicken Bridget like it did to the others. It just mildly tickled her. A blast of
music rolled into her ears, making her flinch. She bit her lip and glanced around. There was a man in
a green suit, and an old lady. The man had narrow eyes and a bald head. It suspiciously reminded
Bridget of the egg she had that morning. The old lady was draped in layers of shawls. The only
person watching was the flight attendant, who smiled as she caught Bridget’s eye, and waved at her.
They were flying steadily now.
After they had landed, the smeared lipstick attendant bid Bridget a wonderful day, and gave
her a travel size bottle of lotion. Hollywood! Bridget was far from her home in the Caribbean now.
She held her suitcase and hopped into the nearest taxi. On the window, the fees were listed. Bridget
pursed her lips and calculated her total. She smiled at the taxi driver and gave him the exact fee.
“Forenza Mall, please,” she said. The driver was surprised, but said nothing. She breathed in the city
air, and waited for the drive to end. Forenza Mall was more amazing than Bridget ever thought!
Breathtaking mirror plated buildings made Bridget quiver with excitement! She took a few deep
breaths and steadied herself on her high heels.
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“Get your act together,” Bridget scolded herself, “Make a good first impression…” She
stepped into the mall, and every inch of it was either silver tile, healthy exotic plant, or waterfall!
Finally she found herself standing in front of Sweet Delites smoothie shop. It was every color you
could imagine, and the menu had over a hundred selections. There was a man in a business suit up
front with a golden brown latte. “Ahem….’excuse me mister?” Bridget said boldly. He was about
her age. The man looked at her kindly and answered, “Oh please just call me Mr. Monroe.” Bridget
spluttered, “Bridget, just call me Miss Bridget.”
Mr. Monroe smiled and bid Bridget a good day after showing her to the manager. A worker
with short blond hair and glasses on her break came up to her and said, “Hi, you must be a new
employee. I’m Hope. Hey, I see you met one of our daily customers, Kirby Monroe.”
Bridget whipped around in awe, “Kirby Monroe?! The actor of Gerald Lawsuit in Mr.
Lawsuit and Co.?!”
Hope laughed and said, “You didn’t know? Only the top stars come to this mall!”
Afterwards, Hope led Bridget inside where Bridget introduced herself to both the manager and
Hope. Hope gave her a tour through all the levers and dispensers.
“Today you’ll just be watching us,” said Hope, “to see how everything works. We have a
firm rule on shoplifting, and not hurting or tormenting other workers…. and that’s about it!” Hope
thought for a minute and whispered, “But be careful of Rosaldo. He just came back from a vacation
in the Caribbean. He will do anything to get us fired for a raise.” Hope pointed a man in a green suit.
She continued, “Ever since his girlfriend, Jenny, dumped him, he needs double the money to
pay Hollywood apartment rent. Jenny worked as a film director.” He was on the plane with her!
Rosaldo's nose was pointed and he glared at them as they talked. The rest of the day Hope trained
Bridget to use every gadget. At closing time, Hope glanced back at Bridget, and said, “Say, Bridgit,
since you just came from the Caribbean, you must have nowhere to stay! You can come home with
me tonight.” Although Bridget politely said no, she ended up giving in to Hope.
When she smiled it brought out her freckles. Hope’s car was a sleek blue Mercedes. It shined
as they sped along the highway. As they arrived at the Forenza Mall, Bridget saw Rosaldo getting out
of his Honda, and nudged Hope. Hope stared at Rosaldo and began to walk faster. They walked into
Sweet Delites, they saw Mr. Monroe standing at the front of the line. He was wearing casual
clothing, and he had a girl with him. Bridget’s heart sank. This girl was one of those lean women
with her pencil skirt hugging her sides perfectly. She was very pretty, and her hair was a wave of red
and tints of blue highlight. As he saw them come in, he waved at Bridget, who waved back shyly.
“Hello Miss Bridget, would you like to do my order today?” Kirby said politely.
Hope squealed in delight and answered, “Bridget would love to!” Bridget glared at Hope and
shuffled behind the counter as Hope opened up another line.
Mr. Monroe gave Bridget a dazzling smile, and gave her his order, “Grande Silky Raspberry
Mocha with one marshmallow, please.” Bridget gulped. She could not let Kirby Monroe’s mocha go
wrong. Not with Donna Monroe here. She grabbed a Grande cup and slinked behind Rosaldo, who
had his own line going next to Hope’s. Bridget’s hands got clammy as she twisted a knob, where the
silky raspberry mocha poured out. She slid out one of the cupboards and brought out the pretty
porcelain container full of marshmallows. Bridget pulled on out, and plopped it into the steaming
liquid. Bridget’s forehead was getting sweaty. Hope came over and wiped Bridget’s forehead, and
gave her a yellow straw. Bridget carefully placed it into the drink. Done!
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She tottered back towards Mr. Monroe, who was waiting there, with an encouraging smile.
She didn’t notice Rosaldo's leg, and Hope’s shout. Bridget tried to smile and say, “Here’s your
mocha, Mr. Monr-,” but then she tripped. That fateful trip! Then the mocha spilled. On Mr
Monroe’s shirt. Rosaldo smirked. Hope gaped at the mess. Bridget’s heart melted. She Not only was
she totally embarassed, but flashes of the future made her queasy. If Kirby Monroe complained to
big time filmmakers, as she rose.
“Hope, I had an awful dream,” Bridget said dreamily, “I spilled a mocha on Kirby Monroe’s
shirt! I know, right!” Then she realized that she lay in front of Kirby Monroe, with Hope, Rosaldo,
and the manager at his side. Mr. Monroe looked worried. Donna looked uncomfortable and bit her
lip. Bridget wanted to cry, and started apologizing, “Oh, I am so sorry Mr. Monroe; your shirt is
absolutely ruined and it is all my fault!”
Rosaldo added in unhelpfully, “Raspberry Mochas leave a permanent stain.” Kirby bent
down and helped Bridget to her feet. Then he smiled that dazzling smile, and said, “Are you kidding,
this is my worst shirt! It’s totally fine,” he winked, and continued, “Anyways, your manager saw what
happened. That man, Rosaldo stuck his feet out into the aisle way, making you trip.” Kirby raised his
eyebrows at the manager, who smiled at Bridget.
“I am so sorry for your inconvenience with Rosaldo. After his breakup with Jenny, he has
been heartbroken, and angry. He’s been working really hard for a raise. It is so sad how he broke
Sweet Delite’s solid rule of no bullying other employees. It’s not everyday we get this type of
excitement.” The manager winked, then went up to Rosaldo, taking away his Sweet Delites apron,
firing him on the spot. Hope giggled she they saw Rosaldo’s face turn a bright red. Rosaldo started
going on and on about bad employees until he was kicked out of the store. Hope smiled and put her
arm around Bridget, calming her down.
“Bridget, you are amazing!” Hope whispered, squeezing her arm. “One day, Miss Bridget,”
Mr. Monroe said, “I’ll come here and help you start a business: Miss Bridget and Co.” Kirby,
Bridget, and Hope gathered up and smiled at the thought. Bridget brought them all raspberry
mochas to enjoy.
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ANUSHA FATEHPURIA; GRADE 7
Gregory’s Halloween
It was a spooky Halloween night, and as the wind rushed through the air, the children raced
from house to house in their princess and superhero costumes, eagerly hoping to gather as much
candy as possible before the night ended. Everybody was out and about, except for Gregory, whose
life would never be the same after this day.
Gregory was no ordinary werewolf. Like most of his species, he lived in the human world
and only ate candy and chocolate, but other than that, he had nothing in common with the other
werewolves, whatsoever. For one, he hated scaring little children dressed as princesses or
superheroes or wizards into giving him their candy. He didn’t want to be scary at all.
Gregory was a considerate, humble werewolf, something totally out of the ordinary for his
kind. The only wish he had was to have friends. Sadly, Gregory didn’t fit in anywhere, not the
human world, nor the magical community. If a human even built up the courage to cross his dusty,
broken porch, they were scared away by the looks of Gregory himself. If another werewolf came to
visit, they never had anything to talk about, because they were in no way alike, no common interests
to elaborate on. The only thing that would happen would be that that other werewolf would keep
attempting to bring Gregory to the dark side, but would eventually realize Gregory just isn’t cut out
to scare and steal from children. Gregory just wanted a real, sincere friend.
That Halloween, it was an even creepier night than usual, mostly because of the rain.
Gregory looked out his window and sighed. “ No trick or treaters for me, as usual. No friends for me, as
usual. Why doesn’t anyone realize I’m shouldn’t an outcast?” he thought.
His thoughts were interrupted by the sound of his doorbell. He had no clue as to who it
could be. He wasn’t expecting anyone. Gregory hurried to the door, making an attempt to calm
himself.
“ Trick or treat!” a little girl exclaimed. She was probably a first time trick-or-treater, for
anyone with experience would know never to cross his yard.
Gregory couldn’t contain his excitement. “Oh my Wolverina. It is actually a trick or treater.
What am I supposed to do? No wait, I know. I should go get some candy, but I don’t have any. I
know, how about a trick? Okay, wait let me think.”
“Treat or treat!” the little girl screamed.
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“Hey, that’s no fair!” Gregory shouted.
She laughed. “You talk funny, but you are scaring me a little bit. Are you dressed up as a
werewolf in human form? You look human but you have weird scars on your face.”
Gregory pondered over that question a little bit. “Um, yes, yes I am. I am dressed up, as a
werewolf. Good isn’t it?”
“Yeah, that is the best costume I’ve ever seen. Can I have my treat now?”
“Are you kissing up to me?”
“Noooooo,” she said sarcastically.
Gregory laughed. He was happy to finally have a real conversation, even if it was with a four
year old girl dressed up like a princess. “Here, come inside. I’ll try to find something. “
“Okey dokey, artichokey,” she sang as the she skipped inside. “ By the way, my name is
Miranda. Miranda the princess godmother. What is your name?”
“ I am Gregory, Gregory the-”
Suddenly, he was interrupted by pounding on his door . He excused himself from the
conversation, and made a dash to the door, as he was hoping it was another future friend.
To his disappointment, it was not. It was actually Donovan, one of the evil werewolves who
kept trying to manipulate him.
“What do you want Donovan?” Gregory spit out.
“Nothing, nothing. Can’t I just come to see my old friend?” he stopped when he saw
Gregory’s face. “ Okay, fine Gregory you got me. Because of the weather tonight, there aren’t a lot
of children out fishing for candy. When I was looking at the trick or treater locator app on my wphone, I saw that there was one little girl at your house. I just came to say, good work. You have
finally come through and become a true werewolf.”
“Oh come on! There must be some kind of catch.”
“Well... okay, there is one. You must give me half of the little girl’s candy, or else things are
going to get ugly.”
Suddenly, there was a huge crash. The two wolves ran for the living room, and there she
was, Miranda, surrounded by plates and bowls.
“Sorry, I was looking for some chocolate. Hey Greg, your friend is dressed as a werewolf
too. You guys are like... weretwins!” she observed, as she burst out laughing at her comment. She
turned out to be a very brave girl.
As Greg was helping the little girl up, he didn’t notice Donovan sneaking behind him.
Gregory started picking up the fallen items, when he heard a shrill scream.
“Greg, help! Your friend is hurting me.”
He had totally forgotten Donovan was still here. When he turned around, he saw that
Donovan was scratching the little girl. Greg couldn’t just stand there and witness it. He opened the
curtain, exposed the full moon, and shouted at Miranda to run. As both the wolves transformed,
they started pouncing on each other and fighting. It was a long fight, but finally, Gregory took the
victory. Donovan ran out, embarrassed by his defeat.
Gregory transformed back into a human just as Miranda entered the room.
“Thanks Greg! You are the best werewolf ever! Will you be my best friend?”
Gregory laughed, and took Miranda home. After that, not a day went by that he didn’t see
his little fairy godmother.
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ANUSHA FATEHPURIA; GRADE 6
Goodbye?
	
  

“Wait, I can’t believe you are actually doing this to me! You’re the worst mom in the
universe. “
“Kate, please don’t say that. I’m sorry, but you leave me no other choice. Your grades are
just suffering too much, and you won’t stop misbehaving. I gave you another chance and brought
you here for a new beginning. I did it to make you happy, but you just never returned the favor.
Believe me Kitty, this hurts me more than it hurts you, but I… I have to,” Kate’s mom, stammered
out, as she held back tears.
“You don’t have to do anything. I don’t want to go to boarding school; I don’t want you to
go to Canada, hundreds of miles away from here. I want to stay here in, Merrihill, with you.”
“I’m sorry Kitty,” she whispered.
“I’m not your Kitty, anymore,” Kate bellowed, as she ran all the way upstairs , crying. She
quickly packed a small bag, and darted out the door.
Kate hurried out and ran across the street to her best friend, Annie’s house, and started
pounding on the door in anger, until finally, Annie’s younger brother, Caleb answered the door.
“Whoa, what happened to you?” he insincerely blurted out, before realizing his mistake.
Kate just tried to ignore him and rushed upstairs, but a tear still dripped down her cheek.
When she saw Annie, she just started sobbing and just collapsed on her bed.
“Oh my gosh! What’s wrong Katie?” Annie asked, about to cry herself.
“Mom is actually doing it. She is actually sending me away to boarding school,” Kate barely
croaked out. “Therefore, I have decided to run away. I have got my bag here, with some clothes,
food, and money.”
“You are kidding me right? Running away, and like this? You have got to be joking. And
anyways, as much as I don’t want you to leave, you do leave her no other options. I mean, you have
had 12 parent-teacher conferences in five months. I really don’t want you to leave, but maybe if you
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just go for one year, and actually behave, your mom will bring you back. When are you supposed to
leave?
“My mom booked the flight in… two days,” Kate said.
“Two Days! Why is it so early?” Annie exclaimed. She jerked up and looked like she was
about to break into tears.
“The term starts in a week, so we need to be there a little earlier.”
“Well, keep visiting, and behave, so maybe next year, you can come back.”
“Yeah, I guess. I just don’t want to leave. I am going to miss you so much.”
“Me too,” Annie sighed. “Well, you should probably get going. You have a lot of packing to
do. See you later Katie”
“See you later Annie,” Kate replied, managing a small smile. “See you in a year.”
The next two days went very quickly for Kate, as she packed, said goodbye to all of her
friends, and just tried to make the best of the little time she had left at the only place she had ever
called home, even if it had only been for a few months. When the big day finally came, as much as
she tried, she just couldn’t bring herself to say goodbye to Annie, so as much as she regretted her
decision on the plane, Kate didn’t even see Annie, her best friend, before leaving.
When she boarded the flight a few hours later, some things seemed a little odd to her. For
one, the plane was much too big to be a plane going from Texas to Florida. In addition, before
takeoff, the pilot announced this flight was heading to New York. No one else in the plane even
flinched upon hearing that, and when Kate’s mom went to inquire about it, she acted really weirdly
and told her that the pilot had said New York by mistake.
As the flight continued, it seemed to take much too long, since a flight to Florida shouldn’t
take more than a couple of hours. When the flight eventually landed, instead of seeing a Palm Beach
International Airport sign, she saw a John F. Kennedy Airport sign. Her mother continued to act
strangely, and Kate was puzzled. Finally, her mom spoke.
“I know you are very confused right now, but trust me.”
Kate nodded and followed her mother, as they dodged the many people rushing to their
flights with their carry-ons. They continued outside the airport, where Kate was more astonished
than ever. There he was, her dad, in his military outfit, holding the American flag. She ran straight
into him and gave him a huge hug.
“What are you doing here? I thought you are still supposed to be in Afghanistan.”
“Well, I wasn’t about to let my Kitty Kat go to boarding school, while I was still at the
airport waiting. “
“Wait, so this was your plan from the beginning? Did Annie know too?” Kate asked her
mom, who nodded with a big smile on her face. “I guess you two are better actresses than I thought
you were, although you got a little rusty on the plane.”
“Well, you should never underestimate your mom. But if you still continue to misbehave, I
may have to send you away for real, and this time, even your dad won’t be able to stop me.”
“Don’t worry, after this experience, I will never misbehave again, especially after I found out
what you are capable of doing.”
They all laughed, and flew back home to Texas on the next flight, like a big, happy family,
just like Kate had always dreamed of.
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TANVEE JOSHI; GRADE 6
The Nightmare
I was in a dark alley, lying on the cold hard ground. No bright light shone upon the alley to
show me the way back to my house. I could not see anything, not even my weak hand shivering
from the cold, but I knew I had to get up and start finding my way back, despite the pain in my
frozen limbs. However, I immediately began to wonder how I could when I could not even push
myself off the ground. Pushing the thought out of my mind, I tried to look on the bright side of
things. At least I was probably not on another planet! I tried to stand up and finally did so. A
question flitted through my mind about what to do now. I did not even know where north and
south were. Instantly I missed those bright stars that usually shined high above in the sky. Those
stars that guided me every night to where I wanted to be, at home; but today, there were no stars. I
had not even a speck of hope into finding my house.
Dark misty clouds filled the sky, and a day, quite like this one, came into my mind.
August 27 2013,
High school. It was the beginning of 9th grade and the first day of school should be the best right? I thought so
too, but I was wrong. So very wrong. It was fine until noon. I heard my name on the loudspeaker and wondered why I
was being called up to the office. Was it because I did extra math practice over the summer? Or was it because I had
swallowed gum in Spanish when I was supposed to spit it out? Dread started to fill my stomach. When I reached the
office, the secretary silently pointed towards the phone. I raised the phone to my ear and what I heard next made the
phone slip out of my hand. My sister and my parents had died in a car crash while going to my sister’s college to drop
her off. It was my family friend calling to tell me. That was the last day anyone saw me be truly happy.
It had been three years since that dreadful day and have been living in foster care ever since.
My new family has been kind to me, but they could never replace that longing which I have for my
old life. While I was thinking about my foster parents, I heard footsteps in the distance and decided
that that must be the way to go home or at least out of the alley, trusting my worn-out shoes to help
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me find the way. Slowly, very slowly, I found the courage to keep going as I felt like I was being
pulled by some magnetic force. Eventually I started to see a bright light. The closer I got to the
shimmering light, the farther away it seemed to be. The light reminded me of the time when I could
see in my foster parents, my old parents. It was the beginning of hope for me. Determined, I
decided that I would reach that bright place, and with a burst of energy, I did.
When I got there, I found myself at a dead end. There was a wall blocking my path. I spotted
a door, but it was locked. I used all my strength to try and break it, but I could not even make the
door shudder. Soon, I started hearing voices on the other side of the wall, and with joy, I realized
that they were my family’s voices, but they faded as fast as they came. Even though I shouted and
shouted, they could not hear me. When the voices were finally gone, I fell to my knees and screamed
my heart out in agony. Slowly, darkness engulfed me.
My very own scream startled me awake. I was still shaking from the nightmare, but I was
glad that it was over. However, I soon realized that the darkness in my dream was not around me,
but in me. I realized, that now, every day after my families’ death, I have lived in the dark, with no
light to guide me to happiness.

MEERA SRINIVASAN; GRADE 8
The Replacement

The strange man points at Kristen as he bellows, “Class, this is the new Carolena.” A thin,
makeup-covered girl standing to her left whispers, “So you’re Carrie’s replacement, right? The new
alto? I hope you’re as good as she is. Compared to her, you look like a piece of rejected trash.”
Kristen isn’t sure what to say. She knows that with her pale skin, messy hair, and freckles,
she’s nothing like the fake and skinny popular girls in her new school. What disappoints her most
though, is the fact that her choir director doesn’t even bother learning her name, let alone give her a
proper introduction to the class.
The girl on her right, however, is also freckled and plain with a more muscular build than
everyone else around her. Summoning up all her courage, Kristen taps her shoulder and asks her,
“W-who’s Carolena?”
The girl doesn’t hesitate to reply. “Her full name’s Carolena Sweetwater. I know, fancy. She
was the most annoying person to stand next to, and her singing was just horrible. But our director
adored her until she moved away last week. He acted like it was the end of the world or something.
Anyway, I’m Ashley. The girl on the other side of you is Nicoletta and she’s a bully. Just like most of
the kids in this school. Who’re you?”
Feeling a bit more comfortable, Kristen says her name softly and with her trademark stutter.
Just then, the director yells, “Carolena! Sing a high E-flat!” Kristen’s not sure what to do, until
Ashley whispers to her, “Did I mention that Carolena has perfect pitch? Luckily, so do I.” Ashley
whispers the note in Kristen’s ear so she can sing it in her ghost of a voice. She didn’t even sign up
for choir; her mom thought it would make her more outgoing.
“Louder! I can’t hear you!” shouts that masculine voice that Kristen already finds herself
hating so much. She tries her hardest to sing loudly, and the note comes out audibly. The whole
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class launches into song and she tries her hardest to sight-read the notes on the paper before her.
Most of the notes come out as squeaks or whispers, though. “Carolena! Sing your part alone!
Everyone wants to hear your perfect voice!”
Knowing that she doesn’t have anything near a perfect voice, Kristen stretches her vocal
chords and tries to get an acceptable note out. Her voice is soft and a little too low for what she’s
singing. “I c-can’t do this,” she whispers to Ashley after she is done singing and the whole class
erupts with laughter.
After enduring a long lecture from her despicable director on why she is a bad singer,
Kristen is elated when class is dismissed. She and Ashley both have a free period next, so they stay
in the library and read books. As she enjoys her hour of peace, Kristen already starts worrying about
the next day’s choir class. She can tell that Ashley feels the same way.
Every day goes like this for Kristen, until she graduates the ninth grade. As much as she
loathes it, her mom signs her up for choir the next year. After spending her carefree summer days
camping in the mountains with Ashley’s family, she’s forgotten completely about choir.
Eventually the first day of school arrives. Kristen looks at her schedule and sees “Choir”
written on it in big, bold, imposing letters. When that horrible class rolls around, she and Ashley,
whose parents had signed her up as well, enter the room together. Although Ashley’s voice sounds
as amazing as always, Kristen’s is still a shadow’s ghost. She tries her hardest to live up to her
director’s expectations, but always fails, still angry that he hasn’t learned her name yet. He calls her
Carolena even when taking attendance.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ten years have passed since Kristen Collins first walked into Greg Peterson’s choir
classroom. Greg and his wife are spending the evening at the opera and enjoying every minute of it.
“Greg, look! The plain-looking alto over there has an amazing voice. Don’t you wish you
had a girl like that in your choir class?” asks his wife. Greg watches the singer as she moves across
the stage. He knows that face. Pale skin, messy hair, and freckles... this definitely rings a bell. “The
new Carolena... it can’t be!” he whispers to himself.
When the show’s over, Greg marches up to the opera’s manager. “What’s the name of that
tall alto? The one with the lead role? I think she might have been in my choir class a while ago.”
“Kristen Collins,” the manager replies. He knows that Greg Peterson teaches the choir at the
local high school and can be trusted. “Do you want to talk to her?” Greg replies that it would be
nice, thank you very much. A few minutes later, he’s staring directly into the smoky eyes of the girl
he treated so badly.
“Your name’s Kristen? I never knew that. Sorry about choir class all those years ago,” he
tells her. “It’s o-okay,” replies Kristen in her soft voice. She still stammers, Greg notices. “Did
Carolena perform today?” he asks her. “S-she tried out. Didn’t make the f-first cut.” Her voice is
louder than it was five years ago. “Ashley sang, t-though. She’s the g-girl I was next to. My b-best
friend.”
Kristen’s former director is shocked out of his mind. Who would have guessed that the girl
he screamed at so much, the girl with a stammer and a small voice, the girl whose name he hadn’t
even remembered, would become an opera star? He sure wouldn’t have. Maybe his high
expectations of her did something to transform her this much. He remembers the pressure he put
on her to overachieve. Anyone else would have failed under such pressure, but Kristen isn’t like that.
He can tell.
Smiling to himself, Greg Peterson walks out of the opera hall.
.
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ERIC ZHONG; GRADE 8
Dangerous Treasure

One day, in the 1800s, a boy walked along a long winding stream that lead to his home. He
whistled as he strolled and came to a stop to fix his shoe. As he bent down, he caught a sudden
glimmer in the rocky ground, and he stopped with his hand in the air. He paused and brushed the
spot he saw the glittering in and scraped something hard, like a rock. But it was not a rock. It was
something worth far more than a rock.
As he continued to dig, his eyes widened. When he finished, there was a golden nugget in his
hands. He could not believe what he saw and felt, and he quickly began to scramble around to
search for more. Within two minutes, he scooped up another golden nugget, and this went on for
half an hour. When his pockets and hands were completely bursting with gold, he began to trudge
back to home. Before he left, he stuck a stake into the ground to mark where he found his riches.
By the time the news had spread that there was a place where gold seemed to be everywhere,
people began to swarm in like bees, and began to dig for the coveted gold. The sounds of picks and
shovels hitting the rocky shores of the stream resonated in the hot air. Carts of gold were
everywhere, and everyone seemed to be jubilant and excited. The attitude of the mining site was
happy, but that was about to change.
When miners heard about the news, so did outlaws. A man who was one of the most
powerful gang leaders in the state happened to hear about the site. He rallied his forces of a group of
nearly one hundred outlaws. On a day like any other, they stormed the mine, armed with guns.
Miners fled for their lives with what they could carry, but most were captured or shot, and their
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treasure brought back to the gang. Finally, when the chaos subsided, the outlaws loaded the carts
with the gold, and they fled with their fortune.
However, they were soon hunted down by military and law enforcement, their cunning
leader decided to conceal their plunder in a cave where no one except for the gang members knew.
Although they had been captured, the treasure was still safe and sound.

ZAINAB NASIR; GRADE 6
A Girl Finds Her Wings

I climbed into the Captain’s chair. Today was the day I would fly my first plane across the
country. I have been training for the past one year. A year later and here I was, an eleven year-old
girl flying a Cessna Citation X to New York City.
My name is Sarah. I live in San Francisco near the Pacific Ocean. I have two older brothers
and three older sisters. My dad is a pilot, so we don’t see him that often. For two generations, my
family has enjoyed flying private jets for leisure trips. Flying is an adventure that has inspired me
since I was five years old. I dreamt of being a pilot one day but never imagined I could fly at the age
of eleven.
When I was born, my mother and father were both working full time, so my grandmother,
Grannie Bessie, took care of me. She told me the stories of the well-known pilots that were in our
family. I was intrigued by the stories, but my older sister, Maria, told me they were not real and
Grannie was making them up because she is old and crazy and she thinks those well-known pilots
are our relatives since they have the same features like our relatives. I still believed them. Why?
When I was nine years old, I went with my father to Paris by plane. He was the pilot and I
sat right behind him, looking at all the buttons and controllers. When it was time to land, he
suddenly fainted, which made the nose of the plane tilt up. I couldn’t believe it. Wasn’t the nose
supposed to tilt down since we were going to land? Suddenly, it occurred to me that it was now up
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to me. My hands started sweating uncontrollably as I gently pulled the controller to put the nose
slowly moving downward. We started to reach the runway, so I put the wheels down so we wouldn't
skid off, scraping the bottom of the plane. With a hard bump we landed on the ground which we
call home. "Phew, we're back and alive!" I exclaimed, proud of myself as my head started to cool
down.
I realized that my dad was still unconscious. I shook him really hard, but he didn't budge. I
took his water bottle, and splashed all the water in his face.
"Aahhhh!!" shouted my dad add something here about his making up. , "Why did you do
that?"
"You were unconscious, since you passed out by moving the nose upward when you were
supposed to land." I said, in my defense.
"Then who made us land safely?" Daddy asked.
"I did," I whispered softly.
That did it. That's the one sentence that changed my life completely.
That day, after coming home from the airport, Daddy and I went to our hotel in France. We
ate fresh, crisp pastries, and went to dinner somewhere in the city. When we got home to San
Francisco, my dad told the tale of my maiden flying experience to the whole family. They all knew a
new pilot was born that day!
I started to research all the different kinds of planes and memorized all the controllers and
buttons, and what their uses and purposes were. Grannie Bessie had a big book full of all the
information about all the planes in the world and their history. I finished reading it in two years
since I really had the urge to become a pilot. That year, a great tragedy had happened: my favorite
uncle, who was a pilot, had died with heart cancer. This sad news motivated me to work even
harder. When I became eight years old, you could ask me any question about any plane, and I would
know the correct answer.
When I started training, we started with the little planes. They had simple controllers, which
led to making it easy to fly. While the rest of my class was trying to take off, I was trying to do a
loop-de-loop for extra credit. So, my dad put me in advanced training. It was a little challenging, but
eventually I got it.
I loaded my Flightism, a control button and created my flight. I started to drive the plane on
the wide roads. As I reached the runway, I drove this bird faster so I could takeoff. I reached the
end of the runway, and made the nose rise upwards. I went up with full force, putting my wheels
back in place. I was actually flying!
That five-hour flight was the absolute highlight of my life. I learned that if you are
determined, you can do anything!
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ADVAIT PATIL; GRADE 8
Reality

The remaining petals fall away,
The once calming heat forms an inferno
Scorched earth, sparse water
Grass burning, new wildfires
An antelope, bounding into the river’s tranquil waters
Finding peaceful bliss at last
But all is not as it seems
For a crocodile is waiting below.
A child basks in the gentle heat of the sun,
Devouring an ice cream cone
Relaxing in an armchair,
Not a single care in the world.
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The same world,
Yet so different
Dark and sinister
Serene and beautiful
It is up to us
To chose

ADVAIT PATIL; GRADE 8
Tightrope

The gale-force winds,
The thundering water below me.
I was called hopeless.
They said I couldn’t do it,
Yet here I am now.
Every step across the rope sends tremors
Shaking.
Vibrating.
Threatening to tip me over
I can’t give in.
Palms sweaty,
Clenching the bar,
One foot after the other
Every agonizing step,
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Brings me closer.
This is my will
Nothing lies between me and the end.

ARTWORK
RAKSHA NARASIMHAN; GRADE 8
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